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new pit for baptismal tank to be
formed with 100mm blockwork
walls on 150mm thick concrete
pad foundation. new pit to be fully
tanked with 1000 gauge dpm.
proposed fibreglass baptismal
tank to be installed within the pit.
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refer structural
engineers drawings
for substructure
design, joist
strengthening and
potential
underpinning of
existing gable wall.

existing baptismal tank to be broken out and new fibreglass
baptismal tank to be installed. proposed baptismal tank to be
centrally positioned on the stage and set below finished floor
level with lids over, aligned with ffl of new stage. new
baptismal tank to have hot and cold water feeds and a drain
at the base connected to the existing waste drainage.

existing stores to be carefully removed with
existing timber cladding panels set aside for
reinstallation to the perimeter walls

existing opening to be infilled with 97x47mm
timber frame finished with 12.5mm te
plasterboard both sides. 65mm isover apr 1200
acoustic roll to be installed between studs.
store to be formed within depth of gable wall
for storing of baptismal tank lids when in use.

existing stage to be removed - new stage to be
formed with 195x47mm c16 timber joists at
400mm centres and finished with carpet on
18mm moisture resistant chipboard - refer
structural engineers drawings.
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new hot water feed to be installed to provide
hot water to baptismal tank. existing cold
water feed from store to be re-routed to serve
new baptismal tank location. hatch to be
formed within new stage to provide access to
control valves for hot and cold water feeds
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existing stores to be carefully removed with existing
timber cladding panels set aside for reinstallation to
the perimeter walls

stage upstand to be finished with timber
faceplate

150x50mm timber joists at 600mm centres

stage floor to be finished with carpet on
18mm moisture resistant chipboard and
receive gradus (or equal and approved)
nosing to finish - insert colour tbc.
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proposed stage to be formed with
195x47mm C16 timber joists at
400mm centres, fully dwanged and
finished with carpet on 18mm moisture
resistant chipboard. refer structural
engineers drawings for details.
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new drain to be connected to existing drainage run. Where drain passes
through substructure, lintol to be provided and penetration to be fully
tanked in accordance with manufacturers details and recommendations.

contractor to expose existing drain
and notify Architect of its line and level
to finalise drainage proposals prior to
commencement of drainage works.re

This  drawing  is  solely  for  the  purposes  of
obtaining  planning/building  warrant  approval.  The
drawing  may  be  suitable  for  constructional
purposes  but  it  may  be  necessary  to  augment/and
or  amend  this  information  for  this  purpose.  No
liability  will  be  accepted  for  any  omission  on  this
drawing  should  the  drawing  be  used  for
constructional purposes.
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Replacement Stage as Proposed

Proposed internal alterations to church
and installation of solar pv panels

Seagate Church

33-35 West Portland Street, Troon.
KA10 6AB
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